
Gymnastics Business “Boost” Program 

Cheat Sheet 

Welcome to July “Boost.”  Rewarded yourself for all of your hard work last season? Great vacation? Time 

off? Hope so. You deserve it.  July is an important month! 

Cheat Sheet Topics This Month: 

Primed Staff For Fall - The most important time for your staff to be primed and ready for your business? 

Next month? Does August/September set up the entire year? All of those new families trying out your gym 

AND STAYING. Partly because of your program but they will mainly stay because they are impressed with 

your staff. Inspire your staff to put their best foot forward. Now is the time. Our handout this month is a 

“Do’s and Don’ts for keeping the new families,” for your staff. 

New Families - You have lots of your regular families returning for the fall. They know what to expect, how 

things work and they are eager for the new fall season. The new families are a different situation. Questions, 

questions and more questions. Did they do the right thing coming to your gym? That is usually the number 1 

question. That question has to be answered within the first couple of weeks of the new session. Our staff has 

to “knock their eyes out.” Right away. 

New families need extra attention. New families are a little special. Your staff has to buy into this.  

Facility A+ - Is your facility looking great right now? A little sprucing up needed for the new class season? 

Do you have a list of things that need to be done? Do yourself a favor and have a trusted employee do their 

own survey of facility needs for improvement. They may see something that you missed. Then get someone 

to start making the improvements. Schedule the work so that it is all done 2 weeks before classes start for 

the new session. 

Fall Staff Scheduling - Best staff working with as many new families as possible? Office staff tries to en-

courage new families to select the classes of your best teachers? If you have any “C” staff people on staff, we 

keep them away from the new families? 

Core Staff - Might be a good idea to get your core staff, the leaders on staff, firmly behind you for a big fall 

push. These important staff can help show the others the importance of this upcoming session. Having all of 

your key people “singing the same song” will help get everyone tuned in. Spend a few minutes over the next 

You Have Choices: Reasonable Schedule       Eventual Burnout Schedule 

Do not hesitate to contact tom at tom@gymnetsports.com if you have questions. 

Be the leader your staff needs. 
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Gymnastics Business “Boost” Program  July 2017 

Cheat Sheet 

#1 Is your office staff extra ready for inquiry calls? Yes No 

#2 Does the gym look good for new visitors? Yes No 

#3 Are there any holes in your staff for the fall? Yes No 

#4 Does your staff understand how important the 1st 2 weeks of the new session are? Yes No 

#5 Have you ever kept track of how many new families leave after the 1st session? Yes No 

#6 Can your staff “pump up” for the next 12 weeks? Yes No 

#7 Is your waiting area “fun looking?” Yes No 

#8 Is your lobby area colorful, youthful and appealing to the new families? Yes No 

#9 Is there background music playing in the lobby? Yes No 

#10 Are you happy with your office staff for the next 12 weeks? Yes No 

#11 Do you have staff in place to take hours off your work schedule? Yes No 

#12 Will you delegate more this fall and winter? Yes No 

Owner/Program Directors  Owner/Program Directors  

couple of weeks educating and inspiring your key people. 

Enthusiasm/Energy/Focus - Think back to the March/April time period, what did your Tuesday evening 

classes look like? Was there enthusiasm/energy and focus in the gym? Would the parents, from the parents 

area, describe the gym as being “alive” with fun, learning, happiness and work? Does that type of atmos-

phere matter? Does that type of atmosphere bring people back? 

What environment do you want in your gym during the money making classes? Is your staff giving you that 

environment? Do you need to make any adjustments to get the atmosphere that you want going into the 

fall? Do you get what you want from some staff and not others? Adjustment needed? 

There are formulas that work. It is not acceptable for you to educate your staff on what you want and then 

have some not give it to you. They adjust to what you want and believe that what you want is necessary for 

success. This is important.  

A great atmosphere at the gym helps us be successful. Sure, learning cartwheels is important, but there are 

different ways to get that job done. Learning a cartwheel from a drill sergeant type teacher rather than an 

excitable, happy, enthusiastic fun coach is different. The majority of our class families will head for the door 

if the classes are too serious. Regardless of atmosphere, learning is terrifically important but “fun in learn-

ing” is possibly better than other methods. 

Are you confident that you are going into the fall session with a staff that is ready to create the atmosphere 

in YOUR gym that you think is good? 

 



Gymnastics Business “Boost” Complete 

New Families - First Session For Fall 

New Families/First Date - These people are different. They are not to be treated as veterans of your 

classes. These people are “trying you out.” It is like a first date, you either impress the other person so you 

get a 2nd date or they are out of there.  

New Families/Friendliness - Right away you have to show your friendliness. You are a nice person. They 

don’t know who you are when they walk in the door. In the first few minutes of greeting the parents you 

HAVE TO SHOW YOUR FRIENDLINESS. Then you do the same thing as you start the first class with the new 

students. 

New Families/Confidence - Right away, in the few minutes you have with the new parents, you show 

your confidence in handling your students. You give off an air of “I can handle my students.” This is so very 

important. Have statements like “we run safe classes, we care about all of our students and we are going to 

learn a lot while having fun doing it,” ready for your before class conversation with the parents.  

New Families/Control - Gather your students in an organized manner. Show control. Get them to listen, 

right there in front of their parents. March them out to their spot on the floor ex mat. Warm ups are im-

portant as the parents watch. Be prepared and show them that you have a plan. Show control. 

New Families/Names - Learn their names as quickly as possible. Call out instructions using their names. 

Compliment them using their names. Parents want to see that their child is Suzy rather than “you in the red 

leo.” 

New Families/Enthusiasm - When the parents leave the gym after their 1st class you want them think-

ing “what a wonderfully enthusiastic teacher.” Energy, energy, energy! 

New Families/Organization - Warm ups are over and the parents hear you ask another teacher “hey 

Sally, where does my group go first?” Terrible. Lack of organization. Lack of planning. Flying by the seat of 

your pants. Totally unprofessional. 

New Families/Surprise - How about being a great teacher and handing out a note to each student telling 

them how glad you are to have them in your class. Addressed to them. Doesn’t take long. Maybe a message 

You Have Choices: High Standards      Mediocre Standards 

100% Effort? 

Indispensable? 
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Complete the questions below based on your experience and knowledge and turn it in to your boss. 

Gymnastics Business “Boost” Complete  July 2017 

New Families - First Session For Fall 

#1 Can you pump it up the first few classes of the new session? Yes No 

#2 Is there a way to “look” professional during this first impression? Yes No 

#3 Do you think your appearance matters during this first impression? Yes No 

#4 Do you believe that these first couple of classes for new families is important? Yes No 

#5 Do you think you are being judged during these first few classes? Yes No 

#6 If you do poorly, do you think they will be satisfied and stay? Yes No 

#7 Have you ever gone on a second date when the first date was terrible? Yes No 

#8 Are new families different from returning, veteran to the gym, families? Yes No 

#9 Do the new parents want some interaction with you? Yes No 

#10 Are they hoping to like you?  Yes No 

#11 Are they hoping you are impressive? Yes No 

#12 Are they hoping you are great for their child? Yes No 

 

Name _______________________________________________  Date Due ______________   Date Turned In ____________  

 

Comments On Topics - __________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Class Staff     Class Staff     Class Staff     Class Staff 

like “we are going to have fun learning a lot.” Add your own thoughts to inspire the students and their par-

ents. 

New Families/Nose To Nose - The class finishes with the kids lined up, you at the head of the line, you 

go nose to nose with the first in line with a positive message for her then a high five. Then the next and then 

the next. The parents will see this. The parents will ask their child what you said. Make it personal, positive 

and inspiring. 

New Families/The Challenge - Many new families in some gyms try out the gym for a couple of classes, 

aren’t impressed and leave. They also tell others about their disappointing experience at your gym. All based 

on the first couple of classes. I say again, all based on their first couple of classes. Based on their first couple 

of experiences WITH YOU! 

You have to be impressive. You have to look good. You have to act so professional, enthusiastic and in con-

trol that you are TALKED ABOUT for days after the first couple of classes. 



Gymnastics Business “Boost” Complete 

Handling New Families 

New Families/First Phone Call - The vast majority of the families call first to get information about your 

gym before they visit. Are you and the other “people who answer the phone” great at that first impression 

on the phone? Does it matter? Just think about your own experiences, are you “turned on” or “turned off” 

by a first call to a business? Sure you are. We all have to be totally impressive on the phone. No excuses. 

New Families/Our Biggest Cheerleader - You and the other office staff have to believe in what is hap-

pening at the gym so much that it comes through to the new parents. Your enthusiasm, your pride, your 

trust and your happiness that what happens at the gym is something EVERY child in the community must ex-

perience. You are giving out information , you are selling the incredible experiences that the children will be 

a part of. 

New Families/The Look - As they pull into the parking lot, they are judging. As they walk up to the gym 

door. As they open the door and look in for the first time. What they see helps us or hurts us. Their first trip 

to the counter. Your first greeting. How the counter looks, the office. Everything they see and hear is influ-

encing them in a good way or a bad way. Make sure that these multiple areas create a positive “this looks 

good” vibe. 

New Families/Paperwork - Has to be professional. Has to be concise and easily read. Has to be well 

thought out. Has to be easily and readily filled out. 

New Families/One On One - This can be tricky at busy times but new families need as much of your un-

divided attention as possible.  

New Families/Eager To Buy - New families are usually eager to join your gym and are happy to purchase 

what is needed to get started. They want their child to wear what others wear so they fit in. A gym t shirt is a 

symbol of their decision to join your gym. The child will wear it proudly, probably before her first class. A 

new family purchasing a gym t shirt the first day is a very usual occurrence. Especially, especially, especially if 

there is a rack of t-shirts right next to the counter area. The child will say “mommy, mommy, ………………” 

You Have Choices: Be Pretty Good     Be Inspired 

Extra Great Job Performance 

Be Special 

Office 
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Complete the questions below based on your experience and knowledge and turn it in to your boss. 

Gymnastics Business “Boost” Complete  July 2017 

Handling New Families 

#1 Do we want to keep all of the new families who show up the next 2 months? Yes No 

#2 Do they need a little special treatment? Yes No 

#3 Are they giving us a “honeymoon” period to impress us? Yes No 

#4 Are they worth over $600 a year in potential income for the gym? Yes No 

#5 Is the math correct? Lose 15 new families and the gym loses $9000? Yes No 

#6 Is their experience with you important in their first couple of weeks at the gym? Yes No 

#7 On a bad day, could you hurt their first impression of the gym? Yes No 

#8 Is a disappointed new family going to speak highly of your gym? Yes No 

#9 Is the next 10 weeks a special period of the year for everyone at the gym? Yes No 

#10 Does the office staff look professional? Yes No 

#11 Is everyone in the office terrific cheerleaders for the gym? Yes No 

#12 Is your gym ready for a great first impression? Yes No 

 

Name _______________________________________________  Date Due ______________   Date Turned In ____________  

 

Comments On Topics - __________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Office Staff     Office Staff     Office Staff     Office Staff 

Birthday parties need to be sold at the first visit. Leos, everything. 

New Families/You Are Their Friend - How comforting during the first visit to have a staff person go out 

of their way to be the “go to” person for a new family. “Any time you need anything or have a question, 

come see me.” “I will take care of you.” First day. They have a friend, staff member, they can count on. 

Huge. 

New Families/Skeptical - What if you notice a new family who is hesitant about joining but joins any-

way? Does someone need to know? Does their teacher need to know so that they spend a little extra time 

with them? Do you make a note so that you “work on them” after their first class, a call the next day asking 

about their experience or an immediate contact the next time they come to class? 

Are these skeptical families different from the overly excited new families? Yes! They need more of our 

attention. 

New Families - New Challenges 



Gymnastics Business “Boost” Complete 

Mid Summer 

Always A Challenge - The ups and downs of the hard work ethic in young athletes is always a challenge 

for coaches. It would be great to coach robots who have an on/off switch. Or would it? Are you a skills coach 

where attitude can be a problem for progression or are you an attitude coach who is thrilled when an atti-

tude is altered for the better? 

Attitude Coach - To teach a double back, thrilling for the coach. To teach that hard work matters, thrilling 

for some coaches. There is a blend when you do both. To ignore the responsibility to coach the mind can be 

frustrating. “Well, she just doesn’t get it.” “Well, she just doesn’t want it.” Both phrases from a frustrated 

coach. Both phrases from an unsuccessful “attitude” coach. (Are we capable of being 100% successful work-

ing on attitudes? Of course not.) 

Mid Summer - Some attitude changes come front and center during the middle of the summer. You may 

see a lull in hard work and desire to learn during this period. Work hard to inspire a better attitude with your 

athletes. You know the reasons for the lulls: vacations, friends at the pool when they have to go to the gym, 

the meets are too far into the future to be concerned about, etc. 

Fight the mid summer attitudes or alter them. Offer incentives for new skills. Offer incentives for steps to-

ward new skills. Set a short period of time to get 2 new skills. Alter the practice to create a different environ-

ment. Change the work groups to get a different “mix” of working athletes. Change coaching assignments for 

a brief period, (a week) Introduce new drills that you researched on the internet. 

Non Progressing Athletes - Jump start them. Athletes can get into a lull. (Earth shattering statement) 

Break the mold with them in mid summer training. If they have done the progressions and stalled, jump to a 

different skill entirely to break the monotony. She can’t get her BHS on low beam, work a back tuck for a 

little while. Jump the progression a little to try to get a little more confidence flowing. Sometimes it helps. 

New Team Transfers - The current team is set. There is a family that has been created. Then a new ath-

lete joins the “family.” Can this be unsettling? Yes. Transfers can be a challenge for the coaches to gently mix 

in with the established athletes and also team parents. 

Can anyone be on your team? Does anyone get to wear your leotard? Is everyone accepted into the 

Be available for questions and comments from the parents. 

Lots Of Enthusiasm 

Clear policies limit discontent. 

Team 

Coaches 
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Complete the questions below based on your experience and knowledge and turn it in to your boss. 

Gymnastics Business “Boost” Complete  July 2017 

Mid Summer 

#1 Could part of our role be creating leaders? Yes No 

#2 Do you have any “mid summer lulls” going on right now? Yes No 

#3 Are you pleased with the summer progress so far? Yes No 

#4 Are there any team gymnasts falling back? Yes No 

#5 Have practices become stagnant? Yes No 

#6 Are you as enthusiastic now as you were a month ago? Yes No 

#7 Any parents becoming annoying yet? Yes No 

#8 Any gymnasts surprising you with their progress? Yes No 

#9 Any “stars” from last season struggling at their new level? Yes No 

#10 Any events looking weak compared to the progress on other events? Yes No 

#11 Any brand new team members looking like future stars? Yes No 

#12 Have you learned any new coaching techniques this summer? Yes No 

 

Name _______________________________________________  Date Due ______________   Date Turned In ____________  

 

Comments On Topics - __________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Team Coaches   Team Coaches   Team Coaches  

“family?” Be careful here. 

A probation period for a new team member? Good Idea. She may fit in skill wise but how about attitude 

wise? Hard work ethic wise? How about discipline wise? Respect for the coaches wise? Parent being positive 

or disruptive? Should we give them the magic ticket to join our team family just because they want to? 

Do your team members have a say so about allowing them in? Does a new person need to “pass the test” to 

be a team family member? Protect your team. Make being on team special, only for special people. This will 

go a long way in keeping “peace” and making being on your team very special. 

Team Leadership - Are you creating situations where the more experienced team athletes can lead the 

others? Warm ups, conditioning, drills, etc. We have a wonderful chance to create leaders and to have our 

teams lead themselves by using our experienced athletes. You could help change some lives by offering 

leadership opportunities and giving our experienced athletes more responsibilities. Challenge a team leader 

to take a couple of team members to an event to work on a specific skill, watch the magic. 



Gymnastics Business “Boost” Complete 

Parenting An Athlete - Overcome 

Gymnastics/Challenging - This sport is amazing at developing wonderful athletes but especially traits in 

young people to excel at life. It is a challenging sport which is why so many lessons can be learned. There are 

highs and lows, there are multiple levels to strive for and there are competitions to test our training. Easy? 

Frustration proof? Easy success? Ups and downs?  

Growing Mature Adults - The awards are fine. The end product is more important. A mature young adult 

with life skills that will give her/him a fighting chance to make it in the difficult world without us. For many 

coaches, most coaches, that is the ultimate goal.  

All of the training, trips, competitions and everything else in gymnastics is to challenge our athletes to think, 

react and think some more. Not to wait for instruction, warnings and band aids but to think for themselves 

and to act responsibly for themselves. So do we want all easy times? Do we think that all learning comes 

from being successful? Of course not. 

Bumps As Learning Opportunities - 4 falls off beam, we learned something. The feeling after a poor per-

formance teaches. That bad feeling hurts and feels uncomfortable. Don’t want to feel that way? Work hard-

er. Be more prepared. Easy lesson.  

Sports, especially gymnastics, gives our young children chances to feel the good of the highs and the bad of 

the lows before life gets serious. They learn what feels good. If we protect them from the lows when they 

are younger, those lows might be even more uncomfortable later on in life. It is okay to fall, get frustrated, 

feel disappointed and get mad at your performance. It is what comes next that is so very important. 

I Don’t Want My Child To Be Sad - That is nice. That is not productive. That is not real. You have to taste 

sadness to know what it feels like. Sadness/disappointment needs to be temporary, not avoided, in young 

children. How do you deal with it? As a coach I learned more about the “insides” of an athlete when they 

had something disappointing happen. I had more “highs” as a coach seeing a child challenge sadness/

disappointment and win. They tasted it, didn’t like it and spit it out. They learned to deal with it when 

thrown at them. That is an amazing high for parents and coaches. Stumbling is not the end of the world. It is 

what you teach your child to do after they fall down that counts.  Overcome is a good lesson to teach. 

Were you an asset to the program this past season? 

We need your support! 

Positive parents help grow our programs. 

Team 

Parents 

Team 

Parents 



Gymnastics Business “Boost” Complete 

Being Good 

Coaches 

Option #1 Read the following and discuss the questions with the team gymnasts allowing them to do a lot of talking and respond-

ing. 

Option #2 Divide the team into groups and have one coach per group read and discuss the questions with their smaller group. 

Come together and have the coaches report some of their observations from their small group discussions. 

Option #3 (My favorite) Divide the team into groups and assign one older gymnast as the leader of the group to discuss the ques-

tions. Coaches move around the groups listening and observing. The older gymnast group leaders bring everyone together and 

report some of their observations from their small group discussions. 

Differences - Every person sitting near you is different. Hair, nose, toes and lots of other things. Every per-

son sitting near you can improve. You may be more flexible than the person next to you, but she can im-

prove. She may be a little stronger than you right now but you can improve. We can all get better. 

Who Is The Best? - Sometimes we try to find out who is the best at something. Like holding handstands. 

What is more important is who can improve. Why is that important? Because we can ALL improve. Your goal 

should be to get better at conditioning, flexibility, strength, beam, bars, tumbling and vaulting. Be focused on 

what you need to practice to get better. 

Your Coaches - They strive, work hard, to help everyone improve. Their goal is to take you from where you 

are today to a new spot where you are better, for you. Improving from day to day and week to week. They 

care about helping all of their athletes get better. 

You - Do you want to get better? Will you work hard to improve? Will you listen to your coaches? Can your 

coaches help you improve? This summer is important for the next meet season. Are you pleased with how 

hard you have worked so far this summer? Can you work harder? 

Are you listening to your coaches? Are you sweating in practice? Are you having fun working hard? Have you 

told your coaches you want to improve? Be smart and work hard. Listen and follow directions. The meet sea-

son isn’t too far away. Be prepared. 

Be Impressive 

Time To Work Hard 

Do More Than What Is Expected Of You 

Team 

Gymnasts 

Team 

Gymnasts 


